
L I A I S O N

Paul Calendrillo presents

Paintings by  
Courtney Murphy



Stream
Oil on Panel
48X36
2016
$9800

“Stream, featuring a 
waterfall-like cascade 
of fabric-reveals 
Murphy’s ability to 
invoke that strength 
with her unique vision 
of vibrant color, leave-
them-wanting-more 
compositions and her 
delicate themes of 
beauty”

- Strength and Beauty-
American Art Collector 
Magazine



Stream Details





Coral
Oil on Panel
30X30
2021
$5800

“Murphy imbues her 
women with agency. 
Her figures are not 
passive or 
objectified, but 
dynamic. They 
embrace their 
feminine sensuality 
while remaining in 
control of the space 
they inhabit. Her 
works reattribute 
power to the female 
and call for a 
feminist reflection 
upon the role of the 
female figure within 
art.”

-Kelly Bertrando



Coral Details





Zinnia
Oil on Panel
30X30
2020
$5800



Zinnia Details





Swagger
Oil on Panel
20X16
2012
$3200



Swagger Details





Fern
Oil on Panel
48X24
2019
$7800

“New York Fashion Week is just 
around the corner. Designers (and 
their interns) are about to tweet, 
blog and Instagram ‘til kingdom 
come. Style.com photographs 
pale in comparison to Courtney 
Murphy’s à la mode paintings. 
Instead of painting women, she 
paints That Girl (wearing Those 
Shoes and That Dress, mind 
you). The ripples in that gown are 
deep enough to resemble those on 
good old Winged Victory in the 
Louvre. Mystery woman, posing, 
still a little bit motion. Where’s she 
going? What apps does she have 
on her iPhone? Literally, where is 
her head at?”

-Molly O’Brian, Artlog.com



Fern Detail





Draped
Oil on Panel
58X36
2014
$15000



Draped Detail





Ruby
Oil on Panel
24X36
2017
$6800

“Courtney 
Murphy’s brilliant 
canvases are 
more portraits of 
shimmering satin 
than of the 
dancers wearing 
the bright green 
or red skirts. Only 
brief glimpses of 
ankles and feet 
indicate a human 
subject.”

-Ventura County 
Reporter



Ruby Details





Azure
Oil on Panel
48X24
2019
$7800

“Murphy imbues her 
women with agency. Her 
figures are not passive 
or objectified, but 
dynamic. They embrace 
their feminine sensuality 
while remaining in 
control of the space they 
inhabit. Her works 
reattribute power to the 
female and call for a 
feminist reflection upon 
the role of the female 
figure within art.”

-Kelly Bertrando



Azure Details





Oil on Panel
30X30
2020
$5800

Lapis



Lapis Details





Glow
Oil on Panel
24X18
2018
$4200

“The subjects of Courtney’s 
work evoke sensations of 
strength to vulnerability. 
They are not specific 
people but instead 
represent the ideal of 
femininity, sensuality and 
elegant drama. She
paints both full figures as 
well as intimate segments 
of figures and exquisitely 
examines the bare bones of 
narrative painting, leading 
the viewer, through body 
language alone, to a hint of 
possibilities in a glimpsed 
moment in time, yet 
allowing the viewer to 
complete each story.”

- Paul Calendrillo



Glow Details





Impromptu
Oil on Panel
24X18
2012
$4200



Impromptu Details




